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as regional employment increases, it can tend
to balance quality by increasing demand on
housing (B2 Pressure on councils to accept

poor quality backfires). 
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In the centre of the map increased strength of the regional economy
will eventually make more capital available to develop land (R4

affordable proximity to jobs stimulates the economy). Depending on
local authority requirements, this can lead to more affordable and

social houses, stimulating the regional employment rate
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More affordable housing also reduces the regional gap
between supply and demand for housing, reducing pressure

on local authorities to accept low quality housing
developments, and continuing to improve the quality and

attractiveness of the region (R5 Continuing quality supply). 
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R2 local businesses provide locally appropriate and successful services: it was
proposed that Central to that theme was an assumption that increasing thee in

viability of locally-owned businesses (contrasted with larger chain storesbusinesses
unwilling or unable to change to support the particular wellbeing needs of the local

community) will lead to local services and interventions (including housing and
energy interventions) being more appropriate to the local contexnt (including

housing interventions). T
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B1 loss of profit could drive future quality: Stakeholders argued that if developers,
investors and owners more clearly felt the increased burden of maintenance costs

due to low housing quality this would eventually increase developers’ commitment
to housing quality. That could also result from harm to reputation as a result of
producing low quality housing. There was some debate about whether different
types of investors (owner occupied, social, private rental) have different priorities

and, therefore, 
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It was further argued that higher market land values increase the ratio of
developer profits that are derived from the value of the land compared with

from the houses, creating a disincentive for investment in quality and
encouraging developers to build a larger number of smaller dwellings (B5
Quality, development and profits). A number of stakeholders argued that

the strength of this loop varies by region
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It was suggested that this scarcity increases
land values, making the land more attractive

to development (R6 scarcity stimulates
development)
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It was also suggested that in times where the market
value of land is lower, developers may bank land to

reduce its availability and hold onto it until its
market value rises (B4 speculative land market)
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B3 limits to growth in land development:
As land is developed and becomes scarcer,
opportunities for further development are

reduced.
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R7 density stimulates the high street economy: In a situation when
less land is available, there is greater pressure to increase building
density. If done well, this can enhance walking to local businesses,

improving their viability and feeding back into the regional
economy. The quality of intensification was considered crucial to

this loop
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Depending on local street connectivity, local
community support would lead to increase in walking
to local high street, further enhancing viability of local

business (R3 wWalking and business viability)
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R2 local businesses provide locally appropriate and successful services: it was
proposed that Central to that theme was an assumption that increasing thee in

viability of locally-owned businesses (contrasted with larger chain storesbusinesses
unwilling or unable to change to support the particular wellbeing needs of the local

community) will lead to local services and interventions (including housing and
energy interventions) being more appropriate to the local contexnt (including

housing interventions). T
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